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Letter from the Company
Dear Colleague,

We operate in a complex and highly regulated industry. As employees of Zydus Americas, we are all responsible for
understanding the important ethical and legal issues that affect our business, complying with the laws, and acting in
accordance with our core value of absolute honesty and integrity, at all times.

As we continue to grow our business and build our future, we must continue to comply with all applicable laws and act with the
highest ethical standards. This Code of Conduct is an essential resource designed to set forth the company’s policies on
business conduct as well as guide sound, ethical decision-making. This Code of Conduct reflects our core values and outlines
your personal accountability to sustain our reputation for legal and ethical behavior.

As a Zydus Americas employee, you are required to review this Code of Conduct annually and adhere to all aspects of it in
order to ensure that we uphold our legal and ethical responsibilities to each other, our customers, the healthcare community,
patients, regulators and the communities in which we work and live.

Thank you for your commitment to compliance and to the organization. Your support, and the work you do every day, is
critical to the success of the company.

Joseph Renner
Michael Keenley
Matthew Heck
Jaber Qasem
Rajeev Lamba
Sharad Govil
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Zydus Americas Group Values and Business Standards
We believe that the best way to operate a business is to base it on well-founded fundamental beliefs. We call these “core
values.” Our core values include:
Safety, Quality, and then Quantity
Every aspect of our business reflects our priorities: safety first, quality and then quantity. We will sacrifice quantity to produce a
quality product in a safe manner.
Absolute honesty and integrity
As a member of our team, your actions reflect back on the Company and other team members. It is expected that every
member of our team acts with absolute honesty and integrity.
Customer driven, both internal and external
Each employee is responsible for delivering exemplary service to both our external and internal customers. Our success is
based on our desire and ability to respond to our customers’ needs. Customer satisfaction ultimately allows for the success of
our Company.
Reward on merit
We believe employees should be recognized and rewarded for their value to the organization and specifically for skills and
competencies they have learned and demonstrated. We strive to create an environment in which individuals can work to reach
their maximum potential and a reward system that recognizes the contributions of those individuals.
Resources allocated based on the expectation of profitable growth
The Company invests in ideas, products, and people based on their ability to contribute to the profitable growth of the Company.
Innovative in quality products and service
Entrepreneurial spirit is at the core of our Company. We pride ourselves on being innovative in our products, processes, and
services. This is the foundation of our success.
Valuing Diversity
It is Zydus Americas policy to hire and retain a diverse group of talented and dedicated people who are focused on the success
of the Company. We value and respect each and every employee in the organization and strive to create and maintain an
environment that celebrates the many differences that make each of us unique.
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Introduction
Using the Code of Conduct
Zydus Americas (the “Company”) is committed to conducting
its business in accordance with our stated ethical values and
in full compliance with all applicable laws. As part of this
commitment, the Company has adopted this Code of
Conduct. All Company directors, officers, managers and
employees (collectively, “Associates”) are expected to
understand and abide by this Code of Conduct, and are
expected to conduct themselves with the highest degree of
integrity and honesty and in full compliance with all
applicable laws.

This Code of Conduct is reviewed and updated annually to
ensure it reflects current laws and regulations, business
practices, policies and procedures. The Company will
conduct periodic compliance training regarding the Code of
Conduct and any related Company policies and procedures.

This Code of Conduct is not intended to be a comprehensive
manual of all Company policies or responsibilities under the
law that apply to your role, but rather a general guide to
assist you in performing your job duties in accordance with
applicable laws and the Company’s ethical principles. In
addition to the Code of Conduct, your specific business unit
has compliance policies and procedures, including the
Employee Handbook, applicable to your business unit
(“Business Policies”). If you are unsure of the right course of
action, Associates are encouraged to contact their manager,
the Human Resources Department or the Compliance Officer
for help.

regulations that affect his or her particular job. If you are
uncertain about any laws and regulations, reach out to the
Legal Department before taking action.

Should you have any questions about this Code of
Conduct, please contact the Legal Department or
Compliance Officer.

When in doubt, ask yourself:
1.

Is it legal?

2.

Does it comply with the Code
of Conduct?

3.

Does it comply with Business
Policies?

4.

Does it reflect our company
values and ethics?

In addition to the information set forth in this Code,
Associates are responsible for knowing and following the
laws and regulations that apply to the work we do.
Associates are expected to be familiar with the rules and
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Your Role
Each of us is individually accountable for acting in
accordance with applicable laws, the Code of Conduct
and Business Policies. The Company expects all
Associates to report any known or suspected instances
of non-compliance with the law, Business Policies or
Code of Conduct and to seek guidance before
engaging in any conduct that may involve a violation of
applicable laws, Business Policies or Code of Conduct.
Periodically, you must certify, in writing or
electronically, that you have reviewed, read,
understand and shall abide by the Code of Conduct.
If you fail to report a suspected violation of the Code of
Conduct, Business Policies or law, or if you deliberately
make a false report for the purpose of harming or
retaliating against another Associate, you may be
subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.

The Company expects Associates
to:
• Always act with honesty, fairness
and integrity
• Know and understand the Code
of Conduct and Business Policies
and seek guidance when
necessary
• Report known or suspected
violations of the Code of Conduct
and Business Policies
• Cooperate with investigations of
any violation of the Code of
Conduct

The Role of Managers
As a leader, you serve as an ethical role model and are
held to a higher standard. This means proactively
identifying questionable conduct, preventing problems
before they occur and setting the right tone with your
reports and across the company.
Managers are
expected to create a culture where ethical conduct is
expected, recognized and valued and foster a culture
that focuses on ethics and compliance.

Ques on
A colleague is doing something I believe may violate our Code of Conduct, but I am concerned that my
supervisor won’t do anything if I tell him, or worse, that he will make things diﬃcult for me if I raise a
concern. What should I do?
Answer
Zydus expects Associates to report suspected viola ons of the Code of Conduct. Managers are
expected to foster an environment where everyone feels comfortable asking ques ons and raising
concerns. If you are not comfortable talking to your supervisor, you can raise the issue with the
Compliance Oﬃcer, Human Resources or Legal Department.
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Where to Ask Questions or Report Concerns
To report a concern or ask a question, you may
contact any of the following:
•

Your manager or another senior manager

•

The Human Resources Department

•

The Legal Department



The Compliance Officer

You can ask questions or report
any violation or potential violation
of the Code of Conduct, Business
Policies or applicable law by
contacting:



The Compliance Hotline

zydususa.ethicspoint.com
844-829-5519

Confidentiality
The Company strives to handle all reported concerns
in a confidential manner and will only share your
identity and the information provided with those
individuals who need to know such information in order
to address the reported issue.
Investigations and Disciplinary Action

Non-Retaliation Policy
The Company does not permit retaliation of any kind
against an Associate who in good faith raises a
concern (regardless of whether it is an actual or
potential instance of illegal or unethical misconduct) or
who assists in an investigation of suspected
wrongdoing. Reporting “in good faith” means making
a genuine attempt to provide honest, complete and
accurate information, even if it later proves to be
mistaken. Intimidating or engaging in retaliation
against an Associate may result in disciplinary action,
up to and including termination.
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Compliance with Laws
Associates shall comply with all applicable laws,
regulations and rules, including, but not limited to, those
described below.

Fair Competition and Antitrust
All Associates are required to comply with antitrust and
competition laws. These laws generally prohibit efforts or
actions to restrain or limit competition between companies
that would otherwise compete for business in the
marketplace. Prohibited activities include agreements to
fix prices, allocation of customers or market division
agreements, participation in group boycotts, bid-rigging or
other efforts to obtain or maintain a monopoly through
something other than competition on the merits.

If a competitor attempts to engage in a
discussion on price fixing, customer or
market allocation, bid-rigging or any
topic that seems to be about restricting
competition, make it clear that you do
not wish to participate in the
discussion. Leave the conversation
immediately and report the matter to
the Compliance Officer.
Under
competition laws, even the appearance
of wrongdoing can create issues.

The Company believes in free and open competition and
does not engage in improper practices that may hamper
fair competition. The Company never looks to gain
competitive advantages through unethical or unlawful
business practices. We believe in competing vigorously,
but always fairly.

Question
I am attending an industry trade show and several competitors are discussing their marketing and pricing
strategies. What should I do?
Answer
Advise the group that marketing and pricing are not appropriate topics for discussion. You should leave the
discussion immediately. Report the issue to your Legal Department as soon as possible.
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Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption
Associates are prohibited from offering, giving,
requesting, accepting or receiving a bribe. Do not
make, offer or promise anything of value, directly or
indirectly, in an attempt to improperly influence a
person’s actions, obtain a regulatory advantage,
influence formulary status or enhance The Company’s
commercial interests.

Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption laws prohibit the
offer, payment, solicitation or acceptance of any
bribes, kickbacks or improper gratuities of any kind to
win business or gain any other competitive advantage.
In the United States, there are both federal and state
laws that prohibit offering anything of value to a
person or entity to improperly induce them to
purchase, recommend the purchase of or make a
referral for any type of healthcare goods or services
for which payment may be paid, in whole or in part, by
a U.S. federal healthcare program. These payments
are sometimes referred to as kickbacks, and may
include upfront cash payments, prebates, free
products and services, lavish gifts and entertainment.

Competitive Intelligence
Associates may not obtain information of or about our
competitors (“competitive intelligence”) in an illegal or
unethical manner. Competitive intelligence shall be
gathered using ethical and legal means. It is always
acceptable to gather competitive intelligence through
publicly available information. You must never use, or
ask a third party to use, unlawful or unethical means
to gather competitive intelligence.

Business courtesies and gifts
offered or received must be of
modest value by local standards
and may only be offered or
received under circumstances that
comply with Business Policies and
applicable law.

If you re ce ive co mpet it ive
intelligence anonymously or
information is marked confidential,
do not review it and contact the legal
department immediately.
If there is any indication that
information you obtained was not
lawfully or ethically received or
gathered, refuse to accept it.

The Company does not condone unethical or unlawful
business practices for any purpose, including to gain a
competitive advantage.
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False Claims Act
It is illegal to submit claims for payment to Medicare or
Medicaid that you know or should know are false or
fraudulent. Always report pricing information fully and
accurately.

The federal False Claims Act (“FCA”) and similar state
laws protect the government from being overcharged
and make it a crime to deliberately submit a false claim
for reimbursement to a federal or state government or
do anything to cause, assist or encourage customers to
submit false claims to these programs. Activities that
might violate the FCA or state laws include submitting
false claims for government payment, fraudulently
reporting false pricing information to government
agencies and similar activities.

Trade Laws

Associates should never make a
payment to or accept a payment
from an entity that is not a party to
the transaction (a third party) or
that isn’t legally entitled to receive
payment.
Associates should
ensure payments for goods and
services are performed using
approved, transparent and
documented payment practices.

The Company is committed to maintaining compliance
with applicable trade laws. Many laws govern trade
across borders, including laws that are designed to
ensure that transactions are not being used for money
laundering, laws that prohibit companies from illegal
trade boycotts and laws regulating imports and exports.
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Product Quality and Safety
The Company is committed to establishing and
maintaining quality standards that assure the safety
and efficacy of our products. The Company is also
committed to complying with all regulations, codes
and standards applicable to our business. Associates
must report safety, quality and/or performance issues
concerning Company products.

An adverse drug experience is
any unfavorable, unintended
event associated with the use
of a drug in humans, regardless
of whether it is drug-related.

In addition to our ethical obligations to report product
quality and safety concerns, the Company has a legal
obligation to track and report relevant safety and
quality information to the appropriate regulatory
authorities.

Environmental Laws and Regulations
The Company is committed to conducting its business
in an environmentally sound manner and will comply
with all applicable environmental laws and regulations
and apply responsible standards where laws and
regulations do not exist. The Company has zero
tolerance for violation of applicable environmental
laws and regulations.

This includes ensuring that reports on environmental
matters filed with government agencies or required by
law to be published, are complete and accurate. Site
managers should respond quickly and effectively to
incidents resulting from its operations, in cooperation
with industry organizations and authorized
government agencies.

Associates are required to be familiar with
environmental laws and regulations that relate to their
employment responsibilities and to comply with them.

Question
While on vacation, a fellow traveller told me that she developed a fever after taking one of our products. Do I have
to report this conversation?
Answer
Yes. Report the conversation for appropriate review and analysis.
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Ethical Conduct
Conflicts of Interest
Associates should avoid business, financial and/or other
direct or indirect interests or relationships that conflict or
have the potential to conflict with the interests of the
Company or which may have the effect of dividing the
Associate’s loyalty to the Company. The Company prohibits
Associates from using their position or Company
relationships for private gain or benefit. Associates must
avoid any situation that could impair his or her ability to
make objective decisions on behalf of the Company or that
has the appearance of creating a possible conflict of
interest.

Conflicts of interest arise when we
place personal, social, financial or
political interests before the
interests of the Company.

You should not allow personal
relationships to conflict with your
employment responsibilities.

A conflict of interest may occur if:
1. You have an outside business interest or employment
with an entity that does business with, or is a
competitor, supplier or customer of the Company and/or
which may interfere with your ability to perform your job
responsibilities;
2. You or an immediate family member have a substantial
financial interest in a supplier, competitor, consultant or
customer of the Company; or
3. You use your position for personal gain.

The Company requires Associates to provide notice of
actual or potential conflicts of interest as they arise. You
must provide notice to your immediate manager and
receive written approval from the Compliance Officer
before engaging in any activity that may create or appear
to create a conflict of interest.

Question
The Company is seeking to hire a consultant for a project. Can I suggest retention of my father, who consults in
the area?
Answer
Since this may present a conflict of interest, you must disclose the relationship with your manager who will review
the matter and determine what steps should be taken to address the potential conflict.
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Gifts and Entertainment
Associates shall not accept gifts, favors, services,
entertainment, money or other items of value that are
intended to influence their judgment or actions. Gifts of
nominal value (not in the form of cash or cash
equivalent) may be accepted if they are permissible
under applicable laws and Business Policies and are
not made with any corrupt intent or intent to influence
the recipient.

No gifts or benefits shall be provided to public officials
to influence the prescription or use of Company
products, or to secure some other improper advantage.
Additionally, no benefits shall be provided to healthcare
professionals to influence the prescription or use of
Company products, or to secure some other improper
advantage. Under no circumstances should gifts or
entertainment be provided to healthcare professionals.

The gift or benefit should not
create the appearance of
impropriety to a reasonable
person under all the facts and
circumstances.
Always be
mindful of how something
appears, even if you think it is
permissible.

Political Activities
No gifts of cash are permissible under any
circumstance.

Business entertainment and meal expenses should be
reasonable, related to a business purpose and not so
frequent as to create an appearance of impropriety.
The entertainment and meals must be lawful under
applicable law and consistent with Business Policies as
well as the policies and procedures of the guest’s
employer.
Expenses must be properly reported
according to Business Policies.
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Confidential Information
Protecting confidential information and intellectual
property is critical to the success and growth of the
Company. Some of our most valued assets include
patents, trade secrets, trademarks, copyrights, knowhow, data, processes, experience and technical and
business knowledge. Associates must protect our
intellectual property and maintain the secrecy of our
confidential information.

Just as we value and protect our own confidential
information, the Company expects its Associates to
respect the confidential information of others. Whether
we received information inadvertently or through a
relationship with another company, we have a duty to
use it only in ways that are ethical and legal. If you
receive another company’s information and you do not
believe (or are not sure) that you have permission to
have it, do not disseminate the information in any way
and contact the Legal Department immediately.

Data Privacy
The Company is dedicated to respecting the privacy of
personal information. During the course of normal
business activities, we may collect personal information
of others. Avoid collecting, using or accessing personal
information unless you have a legitimate business

purpose and are authorized to obtain the information.
Do not share personal information with unauthorized
individuals or entities.

Accurate Books and Records
The Company is committed to creating and maintaining
business records that are accurate and complete.
Falsified, inaccurate or incomplete business records
can cause significant administrative issues for the
Company, and could expose the Company to civil and
criminal liability. Associates may not record falsified,
misleading or intentionally incomplete information in
any Company transactions and should strive to
maintain complete and accurate business records.

Government Audits and Investigations
The Company's policy is to cooperate fully with all
government investigations or inquiries. In order to
ensure that all government inquiries and investigations
are handled and coordinated in an efficient manner, all
government requests for information, audit and
investigation, as well as service of a subpoena and
search warrants, should be reported immediately to the
Legal Department for handling.

Question
A friend is running for local office and I would like to help with her campaign. May I do so?
Answer
Yes. You may engage in personal political activities on your own time, just be sure not to use Company resources
or the Company’s name to advance the campaign.
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Workplace Behavior
Equal Opportunity
The Company recruits, hires, trains and promotes
Associates without regard to their race, color, religion,
gender, age, national origin, citizenship, marital status,
sexual orientation or identity, genetic information, disability,
veteran status or other protected characteristics. The
Company strives to create and foster an environment of
diversity and inclusion.

Workplace Harassment and Violence
The Company expects Associates to exhibit the highest
standards of professionalism and integrity and to treat each
other with respect and dignity. Workplace harassment is
any physical or verbal act that creates an offensive, hostile
or intimidating work environment. Workplace harassment,
in any form, will not be permitted and may result in
disciplinary action, up to and including termination.

Remarks or physical conduct
that interfere with another
person’s work or creates an
intimidating, hostile or
offensive work environment
are not tolerated.

Workplace violence of any kind, including intimidation or
threats that cause others to feel unsafe, will not be
tolerated. Weapons of any types are not permitted on
Company property.

Question
One of my co-workers emailed an inappropriate joke to me and some of my fellow Associates. I found it offensive,
but don’t know if I should approach my co-worker about my concern.
Answer
The Company is committed to maintaining a professional work environment in which all Associates are treated
with respect and dignity. Offensive or inappropriate behavior is not acceptable. If you feel uncomfortable
speaking with your co-worker directly, please contact your manager or Human Resources for assistance.
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Use of Company Assets
Associates are entrusted with the proper use of
Company systems and resources. Company assets
should be used for legitimate business purposes, and
under no circumstance should they be used for any
illegal, disruptive, offensive or harmful purpose.

The Company reserves the right to inspect and
monitor Associate email and internet use. Users
should have no expectation of personal privacy in their
use of Company assets.

Social Media and Networking
Unless social media and networking is part of your job
description, do not engage in such activities while on
Company time or while using Company assets. Do not
represent yourself as a Company spokesperson
unless you are specifically authorized to do so.

Harassment, slurs and
sexually explicit content are
not acceptable in Associate
workplaces, and Company
assets may never be used to
send or display them.

Media Requests/Inquiries
Associates should forward all media requests or
inquiries to the Legal Department. Associates should
never answer media questions or respond to media
requests without consulting with the Legal Department.
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Substance Abuse
The Company is committed to creating an
environment free of substance abuse for the health,
safety and well-being of our Associates and the
Company. Associates are prohibited from the use of
illegal drugs, and the misuse of alcohol and other
intoxicating substances, including over-the-counter or
prescriptions drugs. Associates are expected to
report suspected violations of this policy to Human
Resources.

Records and Information Management
The Company is committed to maintaining business
records and information in compliance with all
applicable laws and legal requirements and has
created record management policies and retention
schedules. Associates must store and maintain, and
when appropriate, destroy, Company records and
information in accordance with the record
management policies and retention schedules.
Associates must abide by all instructions from the
Company related to storing and maintaining
information related to existing or potential litigation.

Unsure what to do with your
electronic document?
Ask yourself – if the document
were in paper format, what would
be done with it?
If the document would be saved in
the official file, the electronic
version should be saved in an
electronic file. If the document
would be thrown away, the
electronic version can be deleted.

Question
When should I dispose of my documents?
Answer
First, determine if a legal hold applies. If so, all disposal activities must be suspended. Second, consult the
record retention schedule to determine how long the document should be maintained. If there is no applicable
legal hold and the record has exceeded any retention time periods specified, you may dispose of the document.
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Acknowledgement and Certification Form
Please read carefully. Provide your initials next to each statement, sign and date below
Initials

Certification
I have received and read the Code of Conduct and will comply with the Code of Conduct and all applicable
Business Policies.
I am not aware of any unreported violations of the Code of Conduct or Business Policies.*
I will promptly report, in good faith, any and all suspected violations of the Code of Conduct or Business
Policies to the Company.
I will fully cooperate with any and all Company investigations by answering all questions from investigators
completely and truthfully. I will not hinder the investigation process in any way, nor will I disclose to anyone
what I have told the investigators unless instructed to do so by Company investigators.
I am not aware of any unreported potential or actual conflicts of interest between the Company and any of its
employees, including myself.**
I have not received compensation for my time, goods or services from any other individual or entity in the
healthcare of life sciences industries at any time during my employment with the Company.
I understand that failure to comply with the Code of Conduct may result in disciplinary action, up to and
including termination.

Print Name

Signature

Date

*Note: if you are currently aware of any unreported potential violations of the Code of Conduct or any Business Policy, report your
concerns immediately. Do not sign this form until after you have reported the suspected violation(s).
**Note: you are required to disclose any potential or actual conflicts of interest.
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